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and contains transepted orthostatic chambers at its 
eastern end. These consist of an end chamber, two 
pairs of opposed chambers, and a passage, principally 
formed by sarsen orthostats (Fig. 1). The passage led 








Thirty-one radiocarbon results are now available from the West Kennet long barrow, and are 
presented within an interpretive Bayesian statistical framework. Two alternative archaeo-
logical interpretations of the sequence are given, each with a separate Bayesian model. In 
our preferred interpretation, the barrow is seen as a unitary construction (given the lack of 
dating samples from the old ground surface, ditches or constructional features themselves), 
with a series of deposits of human remains made in the chambers following construction. 
Primary deposition in the chambers is followed by further secondary deposition of some 
ȱǰȱȱǰȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱęȱ
ęȱȱ ȱȱȱǯȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱǰȱȱȱ
of the monument at West Kennet, as dated from the primary mortuary deposits, occurred 
in řŜŝŖȮřŜřśȱǯȱB?B?, probably in the middle decades of the thirty-seventh century cal. B?B?. 
The last interments of this initial use of the chambers probably occurred in řŜŚŖȮřŜŗŖȱ
cal. B?B?ǯȱȱěȱ ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ-
ary activity probably continued for only ŗŖȮřŖȱ¢ǯȱĞȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱ¢ǰȱȱęȱȱȱȱȱȱřŜŘŖȮřŘŚŖȱǯȱB?B? and 
continued into the second half of the third millennium cal. B?B?. In an alternative interpreta-
tion, we do not assume that all the people dated from the primary mortuary deposits were 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱĚȱȱ¢ȱȱǲ they could therefore 
have died before the monument was built, although they must have died before the end of 
the formation of the mortuary deposit. In the Bayesian model for this interpretation, the 
monument appears to belong either to the thirty-seventh century cal. B?B? or the mid-thirty-
sixth century cal. B?B?, and deposition again appears short-lived, but the model is unstable. 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ
 
The West Kennet long barrow is one of the best 
 ȱȱęȱȱȱǯȱȱ ȱ
recognized from at least the time of John Aubrey in 
ȱȱ¢ǰȱȱ ȱ¢ȱ¡ȱ
by John Thurnam in the nineteenth century and more 
¡¢ȱ¢ȱȱĴȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱŗşśŖȱǻȱŗŞŜŖǲȱĴȱŗşŜŘǼǯȱȱȱ
above the upper Kennet valley in the region around 
¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ǻȱ ŗŖŚŜȱ ŜŝŝŚǲȱ śŗǚŘŚȇřŗȈȱ
ǰȱŖŗǚśŗȇŖřȈȱǼǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
ǯȱȱ ȱȱĚȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ




this sarsen core could suggest that this feature was 
part of an earlier, perhaps free-standing version 
ȱ ȱǯȱ  ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ěȱ
ditches about a third of the way from the western end, 
ęȱ¢ȱȱȱŗşśśȱ¢ȱ¢ǰȱȱ








from a small part of the buried soil, 




The monument is thus notable as an 
imposing chambered long barrow, 
generally thought of as part of the 
wider Cotswold transepted type, but 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
of its chambers. Thurnams investi-
gation came down through the end 
chamber, revealing inhumations, and 
went some way along the passage, 
encountering substantial secondary 
ęǯȱ Ĵȱ ȱȂȱ ¡-
ȱ ȱȱęȱȱ
the side chambers, covering further 
primary inhumations. These pri-
mary mortuary deposits consisted of 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱ¡ǰȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱ
articulation and completeness, as 
 ȱȱȱȱȱǯȱȱ
was originally estimated that at least 
Śřȱ ȱ   represented in 
ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ǻĴȱ ŗşŜŘǰȱ
ŘŚǲȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ŗşŜŘǰȱ ŞŖǼǯȱ ȱ  ȱ
later suggested that these remains 
could be seen as arranged by some 
sort of categorization on the basis of 
ȱȱ¡Ǳȱȱȱȱȱ-
ber, predominantly adults (men and 
women) in the inner side chambers, 
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱǻȱǭȱ-
ȱŗşŞŜǰȱŗřřǼǯȱȱȬ¢ȱ
ȱ  ǰȱ  ǰȱ ȱ ĴȂȱ
original estimate of numbers was too 
ǲȱȱĴȱȱȱȱȱȱŘǰȱȱ
ȱ řŜȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
ȱǻ¢ȱǭȱĴȱȱǯǼǯ





ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱŜŞǼǯȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱ ȱȱ¡ȱ¢ȱȱ
Figure 1. The West Kennet long barrow.
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ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
selective abstraction. 
Both the style of the monument and artefacts 
associated with the primary interments suggested a 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱ
ŝŗǼǯȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ ȱȱ-





Following the active mortuary use of the tomb and 
the partial collapse of sections of internal dry stone 
walling, the contents were sealed beneath deliber-
¢ȱ ȱȱȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱȱ
ȱȱ ȱęȱȱȱȱȱ
to the roof. ȱ¢ȱęǰȱ¡ȱ¢ȱĴȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
of the passage untouched by Thurnam, contained 






accumulated over a very long period of time elsewhere, 
ȱȱę¢ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
monument, in a single act, at a time given by the lat-
ȱȱ¢ǰȱȱǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱŜŞȮŝŗǼǯȱĴȱ
argued that West Kennet could have been in use as a 
mortuary facility for several hundred years before being 
ȱěǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
remained open for use over a span of centuries became 
 ¢ȱǯȱȱ ȱ ȱȱǰȱęȱ
ȱȱǰȱ ȱȱǭȱĴȱǻŗşŞŜǼȱ-
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ęȱ  ȱȱ ¢ȱ ȱ
much more gradual process of deposition over a long 
ȱȱǰȱȱȱ¢ȱȱǻŗşşŖǼȱȱȱȱ
of radiocarbon dates from Hazleton.
ȱȱ ȱȱ ȱȱȱ ȱȱ-




in loose groups or sub-assemblages and have been 
ȱȱȱȱǯ
Objectives of this study
Further dating of the West Kennet long barrow was 
ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ
advances in radiocarbon dating and the interpretation 
of radiocarbon dates which have been made in the last 




SW Chamber NW Chamber
řȱȱ ǱȱŘśȮŚśȱ¢
5 Adult ǱȱŘŖȮśŖȱ¢ řȱȱ ǱȱŘśȮŚśȱ¢
ŗȱȱ ǱȱŗŜȮŘŗȱ¢ ŗȱǱȱŘśȮŚśȱ¢
Ŝȱȱ ǱȱŘŖȮŚŖȱ¢ ŗȱǱȱřȮŚȱ¢ȱǻ
ŗȱǱȱŗŘȮŗśȱ¢ and cranial fragment only)
SE Chamber NE Chamber
1 Adult ǱȱŘśȮřśȱ¢ 1 Adult ǱȱřŖȮŚŖȱ¢ȱ
1 Adult ǱȱŘśȮřśȱ¢ 1 Adult ǱȱŘŖȮŘśȱ¢
śȱǱȱřȮŜȱ¢ 1 Adult ? ǱȱǵřśƸȱ¢
88
¡ȱ¢ȱet al.
decade or so (Bayliss et al. this issue). These develop-
ments provide the potential to produce much more 
ȱȱȱȱȱǻ¢ȱǭȱȱ
¢ȱ ŘŖŖŚǲȱ ¢ȱ et alǯȱ ŗşşŝǼǯȱȱȱ ȱ
understanding of the chronology of the Neolithic 
monuments within the Avebury area has also recently 




contribute to public understanding and appreciation 
ȱȱęȱǯ
ę¢ǰȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ
ȱȱȱȱ ȱǱ
% to date the primary construction of the monument 
ǰȱȱǰȱȱȱȱǲȱ
% to determine the dates of the mortuary deposits 
ȱȱȱǲ
% to determine whether there was spatial variation 
in the deposition of human remains within a burial 
ȱȱǲ
% to determine whether the mortuary deposits in the 
ěȱȱ ȱȱěȱǲ






% to establish the relative position of West Kennet 
ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ ȱǻ-
ȱŗşŜşǲȱȱŗşŞŘǲȱȱŗşşŖǼǯ
ȱ  ȱ ȱȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱȱ ȱȱ¢ȱ¢ȱ
ȱĴȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱ







including of its failure to distinguish 
in some cases between material from 
¢ȱȱ¢ȱ¡ǯȱȱ
details will be provided elsewhere 
ǻ¢ȱǭȱĴȱȱǯǼǯ This re-
cent study also suggests that there are 
no direct taphonomic traces evident 
ȱȱȱ¡ȱȱȱ
elsewhere for any of the material 
ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ǯȱ ǰȱ
a number of individuals were clearly 
deposited in an articulated state as 
can be seen from the original plans 
ǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱęǯȱŞǼǯȱȱĴȱȱȱ







ȱȱȱ ȱ ¢ȱ¢ȱȱ ȱ-
ment was constructed to assess the number of samples 
 ȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ





error terms for the radiocarbon measurements based 
on the available samples.




% articulated bone groups which could not have 
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱĞȱ
the death of the individual concerned without be-
ȱȱǻȱŗşŞŝǰȱŝŗǲȱ°ȱ
ŘŖŖŘǼǲ
% bone groups where articulated deposition could be 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ęȱȱȱǲ
% disarticulated human remains from individuals 
 ȱȱę¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱ-
logical duplications.
All specimens were selected to ensure that each dated 
sample was from a separate individual. This allows 
measurements on the same body to be combined 
before calibration, so that all dates included in the 
Figure 3. Radiocarbon dates for the long barrow obtained in 1984, calibrated 
using the maximum intercept method (Stuiver & Reimer 1986) and data 
from Pearson et al.ȱǻŗşŞŜǼǯȱȱȱȱŜŞƖȱęȱǲȱ
 ȱȱȱşśƖȱęȱǯ
Şş
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models are statistically independent 
ǻȱ¢ȱ ŘŖŖŗǰȱ řśŝǼǯȱ ȱ -
tion, sampling locations on individual 
bones were chosen to avoid any areas 
showing previous use of consolidant 
or adhesives.
The first series of samples 
Ĵȱȱȱǰȱȱ-
ȱŘŖŖŖǰȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ
and disuse of the monument. Once 
these results were received, and a 
preliminary model constructed, fur-
ther samples were selected to resolve 
ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ęȱ ȱ ȱ
results and address more detailed 
ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ
disarticulated human bone from the 
primary mortuary deposits were 
selected to see whether they were of 
ěȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱȱ¡ǯ
¢ǰȱ¢ȱĞȱȱ
second series of measurements had 
been completed, a technical problem 
 ȱęȱ ȱȱȱ-
ȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ-
¢ȱ ǻȱ ¢ȱ et alǯȱ ŘŖŖŚǲȱ
Bayliss et al. this issue). The resolution 
of this problem necessitated a third 
series of replicate samples.
Results
Thirty-one radiocarbon results are 
now available from West Kennet 
ǻȱ ŗǼǯȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ȱ Řśȱ -
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱǯȱȱȱȱȱ
individuals come from the primary 
¢ȱǯȱȱȱ¡ȱ-
man samples and the goat come from 
the secondary deposits.
The results are conventional 
ȱ ȱ ǻȱǭȱ ȱ
ŗşŝŝǼǯȱȱȱȱȱ-
vided in Table 1 have been calculated 
ȱȱ¡ȱȱȱ









samples were processed and measured according to 
Figure 4. Probability distributions of simulated dates from West Kennet. 
Each distribution represents the relative probability that an event occurs at 
a particular time. For each radiocarbon date, two distributions have been 
ĴǱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǲȱȱȁȂȱȱ
with, for example, YY, is the growth of the person whose bones were dated. 







et al. this issue).
Laboratory 
no.
Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (яѝ)















strongly suggest that it was articulated 
when deposited.




řŜśŖȮřśŘŖȱǯȱB?B?36503620 cal. B?B? (79%) or 






to strongly suggest that it was 
articulated when deposited.




řŜŜŖȮřśŘŖȱǯȱB?B?36553620 cal. B?B? (80%) or 






to strongly suggest that it was 
articulated when deposited.
ŚŞŖŜƹřŜ ȮŘŗǯŝ şǯś řǯŗ řŜŜŖȮřśŘŖȱǯȱB?B?36553620 cal. B?B? (79%) or 






the individual was at least partially 
articulated on deposition.
ŚŞŝŘƹřŞ ȮŘŖǯŜ şǯŚ řǯŗ řŝŗŖȮřśŚŖȱǯȱB?B?36553625 cal. B?B? (81%) or 






the individual was at least partially 
articulated on deposition.
ŚŞŞŖƹřŞ ȮŘŖǯŚ ŗŖǯŜ řǯŗ řŝŗŖȮřśŚŖȱǯȱB?B?36603625 cal. B?B? (81%) or 
35553535 cal. B?B? (14%)
¡ȬŗřřřŗȘ ȱŘřǰȱȱȱĞȱȱ
ȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ŚŝŚŝƹřŝ ȮŘŗǯŗ ŗŖǯŚ řǯŗ řŜŚŖȮřřŝŖȱǯȱB?B?36503610 cal. B?B? (79%) or 
35703530 cal. B?B? (16%)
¡ȬŗŘŜśř ȱŗŜǰȱȱǰȱ¢ȱ
ȱȱȱǰȱȱǰȱ
NW chamber primary deposit




řŜŝŖȮřśŚŖȱǯȱB?B?36553625 cal. B?B? (81%) or 






řŝŗŖȮřřŜŖȱǯȱB?B?36553615 cal. B?B? (79%) or 
35703530 cal. B?B? (16%)
¡ȬŚŚş ȱŗǯśǯŗŚřǰȱȱǰȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ
NW chamber primary deposit
ŚŞŘśƹşŖ ȮŗşǯŖ
(assumed)
řŝşŖȮřřŝŖȱǯȱB?B?36603615 cal. B?B? (79%) or 
35653530 cal. B?B? (16%)
¡ȬŗŘŘŞř ȱŘŗǰȱȱȱȱ
humerus from NW chamber primary 
deposit
ŚŞřśƹřř Ȯŗşǯş ŗŗǯŖ řǯŗ řŜŝŖȮřśřŖȱǯȱB?B?36553625 cal. B?B? (79%) or 
35603535 cal. B?B? (16%)
¡ȬŗřŗŞŞȘ ȱŘŘǰȱȱȱȱ
humerus from NW chamber primary 
deposit
ŚŝŜŝƹřŞ ȮŘŖǯŚ şǯŚ řǯř řŜśŖȮřřŝŖȱǯȱB?B?36503615 cal. B?B? (79%) or 







řŝŗŖȮřřŜŖȱǯȱB?B?36553615 cal. B?B? (79%) or 





elements survive to suggest that 
the individual was at least partially 
articulated on deposition.
ŚŞŘŝƹřŞ ȮŘŖǯŜ şǯś řǯŗ řŜŝŖȮřśŘŖȱǯȱB?B?36553620 cal. B?B? (80%) or 
35603535 cal. B?B? (15%)
şŗ
Date of the West Kennet Long Barrow
Laboratory 
no.
Sample no. and material Radiocarbon 
age (яѝ)














Śŝşŝƹřŗ ȮŘŖǯś şǯŚ řǯŗ řŜśŖȮřśŘŖȱǯȱB?B?36503620 cal. B?B? (79%) or 




Śŝşŗƹřŝ ȮŘŗǯŗ şǯŞ řǯŗ řŜśŖȮřřŞŖȱǯȱB?B?36553615 cal. B?B? (79%) or 




ŚŜŞŖƹřş ȮŘŗǯŖ 11.8 řǯř řŜřŖȮřřŜŖȱǯȱB?B?36453605 cal. B?B? (80%) or 




ŚŝşŖƹśŖ ȮŘŘǯř ŗŖǯś ŚŞřŞƹŘŜǲȱ 
T'ȱƽȱŗǯřǲȱ
T'ǻśƖǼȱƽȱřǯŞǲȱ
řŜŜŖȮřśřŖȱǯȱB?B?36553630 cal. B?B? (81%) or 








T'(5%) =  
řǯŞǲȱAh = 1
řŜśŖȮřśŘŖȱǯȱB?B?36503620 cal. B?B? (79%) or 
35603530 cal. B?B? (16%)
¡ȬŗŘŘŞŘ ȱŘŖǰȱȱǰȱȱȱ
¡ȬŚśŖ
ŚŞŗşƹřŖ ȮŘŖǯŘ ŗŖǯŜ řǯŗ
¡ȬŗřŗşŞȘ WK 11, right femur from partially 
ȱȱȱǰȱȱ
ǰȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ŚŞřŞƹřŝ ȮŘŖǯś şǯŜ řǯŗ řŝŖŖȮřśřŖȱǯȱB?B?36553625 cal. B?B? (80%) or 




of post-cranial remains, suggesting 
articulation or partial articulation at 
the time of deposition
ŚŚśŚƹřŚ Ȯŗşǯř ŗŗǯŖ řǯŚ řřŚŖȮŘşŘŖȱǯȱB?B?33453205 cal. B?B? (88%) or 




that it was articulated on deposition
ŚśŖŜƹřŝ ȮŘŖǯŗ 11.5 řǯŗ řřŜŖȮřŖřŖȱǯȱB?B?33003085 cal. B?B? (91%) or 




suggesting articulation on deposition
ŚŚŝŞƹřŝ ȮŘŗǯŘ ŗŖǯŞ řǯř řřŜŖȮřŖŘŖȱǯȱB?B?33053320 cal. B?B? (95%)
¡ȬŗřŗŞřȘ WK 8, humerus from an infant, 
ŗŘȮŗŞȱǰȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ǲȱȱȱȱǰȱ
suggesting that it was articulated on 
deposition
ŚŗŖřƹřŞ ȮŘŖǯŜ ŗŗǯŚ řǯŚ ŘŞŝŖȮŘŚşŖȱǯȱB?B?28752800 cal. B?B? (41%) or 
27802595 cal. B?B? (54%)
¡ȬŗřŗŞŗȘ WK 5, rib fragment of infant,  
c.ȱŗŘȮŗŞȱǰȱȱȱ





suggests articulation on deposition.
ŚŗŖśƹřś ȮŘŖǯś ŗŚǯŖ řǯř ŘŞŝŖȮŘŚşŖȱǯȱB?B?28402805 cal. B?B? (4%) or 
27602565 cal. B?B? (87%) or 





indicating articulation at the time of 
deposition.
ŚśŞřƹŚś ȮŘŖǯş ŗřǯŝ řǯŗ řśŖŖȮřŗŖŖȱǯȱB?B?34953455 cal. B?B? (4%) or 
33803260 cal. B?B? (34%) or 
32503095 cal. B?B? (57%)
¡ȬŗřŘŖŘȘ ȱŗŝǰȱȱǻCapra sp., male) from 
ȱ¢ȱȱǰȱȱ
chamber secondary deposits
řşřŚƹřŜ ȮŘřǯř śǯŚ řǯŗ ŘśŜŖȮŘřŖŖȱǯȱB?B?25702515 cal. B?B? (20%) or 





processed using the gelatinization protocol described 
¢ȱȱ¢ȱet alǯȱǻŘŖŖŖǼǯȱ ȱȱ-
ery in the laboratory of a contamination problem 
associated with this method, in eighteen cases the 














ȱħȱ	ȱ ȱ ŘŖŖřǯȱ ¢ȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȬħȱ
et alǯȱǻŗşşŝǲȱŘŖŖŗǼȱȱȱȱȱet al. ǻŘŖŖŖǼǯ 
Interpretations




A schematic representation of the composition of the 
primary deposits of human bone in each chamber is 
ȱȱȱŘǰȱȱȱȱȱȬ¢ǯ
¡ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
deposits in the southeast chamber. Two were dated 
ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ěȱȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ
case producing statistically consistent radiocarbon 
ȱǻȱŗǰȱȱŘȱǭȱȱŚǼǯȱȱȱ-
ȱ ȱȱȱ ȱ ȱ Ĝ¢ȱ
abundant ribs, vertebrae, hand and foot bones assign-
ȱȱęȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ
that they were probably in an articulated or partially 
ȱȱ ȱǯȱȱ¡ȱȱ
is represented by a disarticulated adult femur, and so 
we have no evidence whether this body was originally 
deposited articulated. From the published site pho-
tographs, it seems that this material, much of which 
appears to have been originally deposited in at least 
ȱǰȱ ȱ¢ȱȱȱ
Ĵȱȱȱǯȱ¢ǰȱȱȱ
no certain stratigraphic relationships between the 
dated individuals in this chamber although some of 
the adult bones were recorded overlying some of the 
ȱȱǻȱĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱǯȱǼǯ
Five individuals have been dated from the 
primary deposits in the northwest chamber. Two 
statistically inconsistent radiocarbon results (Table 1) 




tistical outlier. Therefore the measurements have been 
combined before calibration. Four other disarticulated 










however, might be from one of the individuals whose 
right humerus has been dated. 
Five individuals have also been dated from the 
¢ȱȱȱȱ ȱǯȱȱĞȱ-




that it was at least partially articulated on deposition, 
although the remains were recovered disarticulated. 
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ





Five radiocarbon results are available from three 
ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
chamber. Two were dated in replicate, in each case 
producing statistically consistent radiocarbon meas-
Figure 5. Summary of prior information incorporated in 
the chronological model shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 
stratigraphic relationships between samples are shown 
 ȱȱȱȱȱĴǰȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
the right-hand side represent uniformly distributed 
phases of activity.
şř






ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ĵȱ ȱ ȱȱȱ






 No samples were dated from the west chamber. 
ȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ¡-
tions of this chamber does survive, having been re-
ȱȱȂȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ
ȱȱŗşśŖȱǻ¢ȱǭȱĴȱȱǯǼǰȱȱȱ
this history and its scarcity, it was decided not to use 
it in this programme. Four male crania (recently re-
¡ȱȱęȱȱȱ¢ȱ¢Ǽȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱ¡ȱȱȱȱȱȱ








cretions were found in the archive labelled as com-
ȱȱȱ¢ȱęȱǯȱ ȱȱǰȱ
where labelling was absent or uninformative, such 
sub-assemblages still contained fragmentary animal, 











material from both primary and secondary deposits 
 ȱȱ¢ȱȱǻŗşŜŘǼȱ ȱȱ¢ȱ-
ȱ ȱȱ ȱ¡ȱǻǯǯȱȱȱȱȱ
came from the primary deposits).
ȱȱȱęȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ęȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǯȱ










is from above the dry stone walling of the northwest 
corner of the southeast chamber. The precise locations 
ȱȱŝȱȱȱşǰȱ ǰȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ
this relationship is not included in the chronological 
ǯȱȱśȱǻ¡ȬŗřŗŞŗǼȱ ȱ ȱȱȱ ȱȱ
samples in this chamber, coming from the surface 
ȱ ȱȱȂǰȱȱ ȱ ȱȱ
ȱ¢ȱŘǯ




A largely complete, and partially articulated, 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
řȱȱȱ ȱȱǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱęǯȱşǲȱȱ
ŗŝǰȱ¡ȬŗřŘŖŘǼȱ ȱ ȱęȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
¢ȱęǯ
Results from chronological modelling
ȱȱ  ȱ ȱȱŜȱ ȱŝȱ ȱ ȱ
the construction of the transepted monument at West 
Kennet, as dated from the primary mortuary depos-
its, occurred in 36703635 cal. B?B? (81% probability) or 
35753545 cal. B?B? (14% probabilityǱȱstart primary). The 
last interments of this initial use of the burial cham-
bers occurred in 36403610 cal. B?B? (77% probability) or 
35503520 cal. B?B? (18% probabilityǱ end primary). The 
ěȱ ȱȱ ȱȱȱ
that this primary mortuary activity continued for 
Table 2. Posterior density estimates for the dates of archaeological 
events and the duration of activities at West Kennet, derived from the 
model described in Figures 57.
Model 1 (Figs. 57)
Distribution Posterior density 
estimate (68% 
probability)
Posterior density estimate 
(95% probability)
start primary 36553635 cal. B?B? 36703635 cal. B?B? (81%) or 
35753545 cal. B?B? (14%)
end primary 36353615 cal. B?B? 36403610 cal. B?B? (77%) or 
35503520 cal. B?B? (18%)
ȱę 35103295 cal. B?B? 36203240 cal. B?B?
ȱę 24752225 cal. B?B? 25452065 cal. B?B?
primary_use 1030 years 155 years (94%) or  
115140 years (1%)
abandonment 95320 years 1375 years
ę 8951235 years 7751420 years
şŚ
¡ȱ¢ȱet al.
only 1030 years (68% probability), 
155 years (94% probability) or 115140 
years (1% probabilityǱ primary use) (see 
ȱȱŘǼǯ
The short duration of the pri-
mary mortuary activity at West 
ȱ  ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ȱ
radiocarbon dating, it is not possible 
to distinguish any chronological 
variation in the spatial distribution of 
corpses within chambers, or between 
chambers, when the actual duration 
of the activity was so short.
The radiocarbon determinations 
ȱȱŗşȱȱȱȱȱ
primary mortuary deposit are statis-
tically consistent (T'ȱƽȱŘŜǯŚǲȱT'(5%) = 
ŘŞǯşǲȱAhȱ ƽȱŗŞǼȱ ǻȱǭȱȱŗşŝŞǼǯȱ
This means that all these individuals 
could have died at the same time, 
although they do not have to be pre-
¢ȱ¢ǯȱȱȱ¢ǰȱ -
ever, that they are all close in date. 
The chronological model shown 
ȱȱŜȱȱŝȱ ȱȱȱ
agreement (Aoverall ƽȱŗŘŘǯŝƖǼǰȱȱ ȱ
radiocarbon dates are consistent with 
the interpretation, included in the 
model, that none of the disarticulated 
material was residual or ancestral. 
	ȱȱȱȱ-
ments from these deposits form such 
a coherent group, if the disarticulated 
samples were ancestral by even one 
or two generations, the model would 
probably show poor agreement (see 
below for further discussion of this 
point). The model shown also has 
ȱ ȱ ǻȱ ¢ȱ
ŗşşśǲȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ et al. this is-
sue).Ř 
Once the primary mortuary 
ȱȱęǰȱȱȱ
to have been a hiatus before the 
secondary accumulation of deposits 
within the chambers began. This 
hiatus probably lasted for rather more 
Figure 6. Probability distributions of dates from West Kennet, with 
all burials in the primary mortuary deposits interpreted as freshly dead 
individuals. The format is identical to that in Figure 4. The large square 
ȱ ȱȱĞȬȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ¢ ȱęȱȱȱ
model exactly.
Figure 7. Probability distributions 
of the number of years during which 
various activities occurred in the West 
Kennet long barrow, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 5.
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ȱȱ¢ȱǻǯȱŜȱǭȱşǱȱabandonment). According to 
ȱȱ ȱȱȱśȱȱŜǰȱȱęȱȱȱ
chambers began in 36203240 cal. B?B? (95% probabilityǱ 
ȱę), and continued into the second half of the 
third millennium cal. B?B?ȱ ǻǯȱ ŜǱȱȱ ę). Overall 
ȱęȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
¢ȱ ǻǯȱ ŜǱȱ ę). We discuss the archaeological 
ęȱȱȱȱȱ ǯ
An alternative model for the chronology of the 
ȱȱ ȱȱȱŞȮŗŖǯȱȱȱǰȱ ȱ
have not assumed that all the people dated from the 
primary mortuary deposits were placed in the monu-
ȱ ȱȱĚȱȱ¢ȱȱǯ 
They could therefore have died before the monument 
was built, although they must have died before the end 
of the formation of the mortuary deposit (Fig. 8). This 
interpretation is included in the second model (Figs. 
şȱǭȱŗŖǼǰȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱȱȱ ȱ
(Aoverall ƽȱŞřǯŗƖǼǯȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ ȱǻȱ¢ȱŗşşśǰȱŚŘşǼǯȱȱȱȱȱ
is unstable and does not produce consistent results.
This can be illustrated by more detailed consid-
eration of the posterior density estimate for the start 
of deposition of the primary burials in the chambers 
(start primaryǱȱ ǯȱ şǼǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ȭȱ
because of the strong wiggle in the calibration curve 




the possibility that the actual date of the distribution 
ȱȱȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱŗŗǰȱ
where the sampler has become trapped in the earlier 
part of the thirty-seventh century cal. B?B?, even though 
ȱȱȱ¢ȱȱstart primary really dates to the 
ȱȱȱȱȱřśśŖǯ
ȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ-
terior density estimates derived from this alternative 




model. Consistently, however, this interpretation of 
the primary deposits at West Kennet favours the later 
ǰȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ ȱȱȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
preferred.ř
We believe on archaeological and osteological 
grounds (discussed above with reference to the prob-
able absence of secondary rites) that, of these two 
ǰȱȱęȱȱȱȱǯ ȱȱ
and disarticulation are the only reasons for supposing 
that there could have been secondary burial at West 
Kennet, but it is clear that disarticulation is the result 
at least in part of movement of material around the 
chambers, as seen in the rearrangement of material 
in the northwest chamber (e.g. caches of Ǳȱ
Ĵȱ ŗşŜŘǰȱ ęǯȱ ŞǼǯ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ






The dating programme at West Kennet was slightly 
more limited than those for Hazleton long cairn and 
ȱ ĴȬȬ¢ ǰȱ Ȃȱ ȱ ȱ
¢Ȃȱ ¢ȱ ȱ  ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
series, for which samples constraining the construc-
tions were available. An archaeologically more reliable 
ȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱȱȱ¡ǰȱ ȱȱȱȱ
underlying the barrow, the primary sarsen core and 
Figure 8. Summary of prior information incorporated 
in the chronological model shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
The stratigraphic relationships between samples are 
 ȱ ȱȱȱȱȱĴǰȱȱȱȱȱ






ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǻĴȱ ŗşŜŘǼȱ ȱ
ȱ ȱȱȱȱěȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȬȱȱ¡-
tended at some point in the future. 
ȱ ęȱ ȱ -
fore be stressed that the dates ob-
tained here are termini ante quos for 
the construction of the monument, 
in the form that encompassed the 
chambers, and that we are assuming 
that bodies were deposited in the 
chambers as soon as or very soon 
Ğȱȱȱȱǯȱȱ
cannot discount the possibility that 
the monument began with a smaller 
ȱǻȱȱ¢Ȃȱ¢Ǽǰȱ
as already noted above, nor entirely 
disprove the possibility that other 
bodies or human remains had earlier 
been deposited in the chambers but 
ȱȱ ¢ȱ ȱǯȱ
However, it is demonstrated above 
that there is no support for the dis-
articulated remains here being any 
older than the articulated, or partially 
articulated, remains.
On the basis of the main model 
presented above, we can now date 
the construction of the monument 
to the middle decades of the thirty-
seventh century cal. B?B? (36703635 
cal. B?B? at 81% probability). There is, 
however, some possibility that the 
monument was actually built in the 
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢Ȭ¡ȱ
century cal. B?B? (35753745 cal. B?B? at 
14% probability). We believe that the 
alternative model, which perhaps 
favours this later construction date, is 
less plausible on archaeological and 
osteological grounds. Compared with 
 ȱȱȱȱĞȱȱȱ
the literature, the results suggest a 
surprisingly short span of primary 
use (1030 years at 68% probability or 
Figure 9. Probability distributions of dates from West Kennet, following 
an alternative model, with disarticulated single bones from the primary 
mortuary deposits interpreted as potential older, secondary depositions. The 
format is identical to that in Figure 4, with the convergence for each posterior 
density estimate given in square brackets. The large square brackets down the 
ĞȬȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ¢ ȱęȱȱȱȱ¡¢ǯ
Figure 10. Probability distributions 
of the number of years during which 
various activities occurred in the West 
Kennet long barrow, derived from the 
model shown in Figure 8.
şŝ
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ŗȮśśȱ ¢ȱ ȱ şŚƖȱ¢Ǳȱ ¢ȱ). That our 
Ĵȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ-
sets of particular people in particular places and times 
is reinforced by the succeeding gap of rather more 
than a century (abandonmentǼǲȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱřŜŚŖȱȱřŜřŖȱȱȱ¢ȱ
the inactivity  at least in this domain  of their suc-
cessors. This model contrasts now rather strongly with 
ȱ ȱȱĴȱǻŗşŜŘǼȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ
monument lasted some centuries, and was followed 
¢ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
secondary deposition. One further clue to the real-
ity of an abandonment may be found in the signs of 
decay, represented by the partial collapse of portions 
ȱ ȱ¢ȱ ȱȱȱǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱ
ŘŜȮşǼǰȱ ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
secondary deposits. By this stage, this was a monu-
ment whose fabric and contents were no longer at the 





can note also that, in terms of the total duration of 
ȱ ǰȱ ĴȂȱ ęȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
was surprisingly good in an era when radiocarbon 
dating had scarcely been established, since he ended 
his report by stating that it seems unavoidable that 







a long history is incorrect. The dates now available 
indicate gradual deposition, over a period of centu-
ries (ęǼǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ








pointing out again that an archaeologically more 
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ ȱȱǯ
ȱȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ
further investigation. Future research here, however, 
ȱ¡ȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
organic residues and of calcined bone. The claim for 
ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ
the secondary deposits recalls the suggestion by Hum-
¢ȱȱ ǻŗşşśǰȱ ŗŗǼȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱǰȱĞȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ
This is further supported by the observation that 
ȱȱȱȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ
chamber had collapsed on to the primary deposits 
and were overlain by the earliest layers of secondary 
ęȱǻĴȱŗşŜŘǰȱŘŜǲȱǯȱşǼǯȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
also give us cause to consider the nature of the hiatus 
ȱǯȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱ ȱȱȱ ȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ęǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
the southwest chamber suggests the passage of some 
ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱ ȱȱȱ ȱ
ȱȱǰȱ¢ȱĞȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ȱȱȱǯȱȱȱ-
ment in the sense of an unplanned retreat in the face of 
contrary circumstances, there may have been a more 
formal or deliberate closure, perhaps also involving 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯ
ȱ¢ȱȱȱǰȱȱȱ
ȱȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ













during their development. The latest date achieved in 
the current programme at West Kennet long barrow is 
ȱĴȱȱŘŚŖŖȱǯȱB?B?, although this sample may 









cal. B?B?. The date from the goat is not inconsistent 








remains the source of the main material constituting 
ȱ¢ȱęȱǯȱȱȱȱȱ-
aged as coming from any number of constructions, but 




this material could have been drawn.
ȱȱę¢ȱȱȱ¢ȱ¢ȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ¡ǰȱȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ęȱ ¢ȱ
to reconsider the chronology of the early part of the 
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǯȱȱ ȱ ȱ ¡ȱ ȱ
¢ȱ ęȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ ¢ȱĴȱ






came more evidence for clearance and occupation in 
ȱȱȱȱĴȱȱȱȱǰȱȱ
and more elaborate barrows, and the appearance of 
 ¢ȱ ǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ
ȱ¡ȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
ȱȬȱȱǻ¢ȱ
ŘŖŖŖǲȱ ŘŖŖŜǼǯȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
for the Avebury area now seem too 
¢ȱęǰȱȱ¢ȱȱ
based on too few dates from too few 
sites. Other reviews of the evidence 
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
broad and imprecise timescales (e.g. 
ȱ ǭȱ ¢ȱ ŘŖŖŘǼǯȱ ȱ ȱ
trend may have been detected, it 
now seems more useful to set named 
phases aside and to concentrate on 
developments in terms of their abso-
ȱ¢ǯȱȱȱȱȱ-
 ȱ ȱ Ȭȱ ǰȱ
ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ Ĵȱ ¢ȱ
that can be placed before c.ȱřŞŖŖȱǯȱ
B?B?. West Kennet long barrow can now 
strongly be suggested as belonging 
to the thirty-seventh century cal. B?B?. 




by far fewer determinations, and so 
far, their results have not been treated 
within a Bayesian statistical frame-
 ǯȱ ǰȱȱȱȱȱȱ¡ȱ-
bon dates, could be seen as later than West Kennet, in 




was suggested as belonging to the middle of the 
fourth millennium B?B?Ȃȱǻȱǭȱ
¢ȱŗşşşǰȱŗŗşǼǰȱ
and a visual (non-Bayesian) inspection of the results 
ǻȱǭȱ
¢ȱŗşşşǰȱęǯȱşşǼȱ ȱȱ-
ible with a period of use for the enclosure from before 
řŜŖŖȱǯȱB?B?ȱȱĞȱřŚŖŖȱǯȱB?B?. Further results can 
ȱ¡ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ










in detail to West Kennet long barrow. The results from 
West Kennet in a real sense change everything for this 
region, and we will need to construct other detailed 
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
want to grasp more nuanced histories.
ȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ-
miliar, and much discussed, including an interest in 
the human dead and their arrangement, categorization 
Figure 11.ȱȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱȁȱ
¢Ȃȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱŞȱȱşǯȱȱȱȱȱ
single sample. This is only a small section of the total sampling run but 
allows one to see whether the model is concentrating on particular parts of 
the distribution.
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ȱ ǲȱ ȱ £ȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱǲȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ
ȱ ȱȱ ęȱǯȱȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
West Kennet long barrow presented here add, using 
ȱȱęȱǰȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
 Ğȱ ȱ ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ
activity over a short period of time, and an interest 
not in timeless, generalized or anonymous forebears 
ȱȱȱȱȱ ǰȱȱȱȱ
ǯȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ ȱȱȱȱ
for local agency and local identity, within the structure 
of wider changes elsewhere, a relationship which we 
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issue). Our sense of this narrative is becoming more 
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and it is hard not to believe that it was similar for the 
Neolithic people involved. 
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